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The Malt Beverage Distributors Association of Pennsylvania asked Econsult Solutions, Inc. to analyze 
how proposed retailing changes would impact Pennsylvania’s independent beer distributors.  We have 
studied the structure of the beer, wine and spirits distribution industry, reviewed the proposed changes, 
and conducted independent analyses based on current sales, the proposed licensing system and fees, 
and other factors.  
 
Beer retailing changes 
The eased restrictions on who can sell beer, how much beer they can sell, and how they sell will permit 
new types of competitors.  The proposed changes will adversely affect the competitive position of beer 
distributors.  Though distributors will be able to sell smaller than case quantities, we expect that the net 
effect of the changes will decrease beer sales at distributors: 

• Grocery Stores Become Stronger Competitors – Customers could purchase up to 24 
containers of beer and up to 12 bottles of wine at a time and could use the same check-out 
register that they use for groceries, a benefit not available to any other class of licensees, thus 
simplifying the transaction and lowering perceived transaction costs.  In addition, groceries are 
multi-product stores and could sell beer as “loss leaders,” though not below cost, to attract 
customers.  Distributors could not profitably sell at a deep discount. 

• Gas Stations are New Competitors – Gas stations and convenience stores could sell beer as 
long as they complied with the other restrictions of the R license.  This expansion will harm 
distributors in the same way that grocery stores harm distributors, by increasing the convenience 
(and decreasing the time cost) of purchasing beer.  As with grocery shopping, families fill up their 
cars frequently, providing many opportunities to take advantage of the ease of buying beer at gas 
stations.  

• Chains – Chain stores can leverage their volume in Pennsylvania and other states when they 
negotiate pricing with suppliers to obtain better terms than a single beer distributor. 

 
Wine and spirits retailing changes 
Beer distributors will be able to evolve into “package stores” similar to what is seen in Maryland, Delaware 
and New Jersey.  Selling wine will not significantly help distributors, but selling spirits may be more 
helpful. 

• Spirits sales were $826 million in 2011 and there will be a limit of 1,800 licenses.  Based on 
industry standard margins, spirits sales will be moderately profitable for license holders, even 
after amortizing the upfront cost of the license. 

• Wine sales were $715 million in 2011 and there will potentially be more than 6,000 wine licenses.  
Enough businesses would purchase a wine license until on average a wine license generates 
little to no economic profit.  This is consistent with economic theory for competition, in which free 
entry into a market generates no economic profit for the seller. 

 
Summary 
The proposed legislation contains many provisions that will harm beer distributors. They will suffer from 
increased competition from grocery stores, convenience stores, and gas stations. While there will be 
some benefits to distributors from a new ability to sell wine and spirits, our analysis suggests that this 
benefit is small given the large supply of licenses that will be available. The net effect will likely be that 
some independent distributors would go out of business, either because they would be purchased by 
well-capitalized chains, or would realize diminished sales from new competition.  


